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blizzard did not do it on purpose Last edited; 31 July 2020; Notify me when new comments are added In order to sort this kind of data into their respective rows, SQL aggregates/aggregate functions have come into existence. SQL aggregate functions include: Average function which gives the average of a particular
column in a table. Count function which gives the number of rows that occur in the table. Count function for rows matching a specified condition. Min function which gives the minimum value of a column in a table. Max function which gives the maximum value of a column in a table. Sum function which gives the sum
of a column in a table. Sum function for rows matching a specified condition. The Count, Min and Sum functions can return null. You can find more about the various aggregate functions in the documents section of the MySQL website. SQL aggregate functions are related to records and rows, i.e. information that can
be counted and grouped. The following are the steps you can take when performing queries on aggregate data: Create a view or materialized view from the table. If you create a materialized view, enable the refresh of the refresh option. Create a query using the view you created. Find out the number of records in
the view. Count the number of rows in the view. Count the number of records in each row in the view. Find the minimum value of any column in the view. Find the maximum value of any column in the view. Find the sum of any column in the view. Create a query using the view you created. Find out the number of
records in the view. Count the number of rows in each row in the view. Count the number of rows in the view. Find the minimum value of any column in the view. Find the maximum value of any column in the view. Find the sum of any column in the view. How to count multiple records in one table If you have two or
more rows in a single table that are to be counted, you will need to use the group by clause when performing queries that count the rows in one table. If a table has two or more columns that are to be counted, there are two different methods to count them. The first method is to use the
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parse the html response data in d3 I am fetching the HTML response data from URL and trying to parse. I used the d3.json method for it. Parsing the data in d3.json seems to be hard work. The response data is complicated and like JSON format. It has a JSON object and an array of JSON object. JSON object has the key
and value pair of which I want to get a response into a javascript array. I am able to get the response of JSON object, but not able to parse the array. document.addEventListener('load', function() { d3.json('', function(error,root) { console.log(root); }); }, false); The console.log shows the following { __type:

"GeckodriverException", name: "Mixed Content: The page at '' was loaded over HTTPS, but requested an insecure XMLHttpRequest endpoint ''. This request has been blocked; the content must be served over HTTPS." } I need the response in JS array. I tried like
"Object.keys(x).forEach(function(k){if(k.indexOf("[value]")){...}}", but it didn't work. { "__type": "GeckodriverException", "name": "Mixed Content: The page at '' was loaded over HTTPS, but requested an insecure XMLHttpRequest endpoint ''. This request has been blocked; the content must be served over HTTPS." }

A: You don't need to parse the JSON response in an array. The JavaScript array is capable of taking any JSON response, so an object. var data = { "__type": "GeckodriverException", "name": "Mixed Content: The page
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